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Romaji Lyrics

BURAKKU ROKKU SHUUTAA doko e itta no?
kikoemasu ka?

ato doredake sakebeba iin darou
ato doredake nakeba iin darou
mou yamete watashi wa mou hashirenai
itsuka yumemita sekai ga tojiru

makkura de akari mo nai kuzurekaketa kono michi de
aru hazu mo nai ano toki no kibou ga mieta kigashita

On this dark, crumbling path that never sees the light
I think I saw that hope from back then that never should
have existed

doushite

BURAKKU ROKKU SHUUTAA natsukashii kioku
tada tanoshikatta ano goro wo
BURAKKU ROKKU SHUUTAA demo ugokenai yo
yami wo kakeru hoshi ni negai wo mou ichido dake
hashiru kara

Black Rock Shooter - Wistful memories
Of those simpler, delightful times
But Black Rock Shooter, I can't move
My hopes can only take once more to the stars racing
through the darkness

kowakute furueru koe de tsubuyaku watashi no namae
wo yonde
yoake wo daku sora kyoukaisen made no kyotai
ato mou ippo todokanai

koraeta namida ga afuresou nano
ima shita wo mukanaide
tomatte shimau
mirai wo ikite itainda wakatta no omoidashite
tsuyoku tsuyoku shinjiru no
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sou yo

BURAKKU ROKKU SHUUTAA yasashii nioi
itai yo tsurai yo nomikomu kotoba
BURAKKU ROKKU SHUUTAA ugoite kono ashi!
sekai wo koete

saisho kara wakatte ita koko ni iru koto wo
watashi no naka no subete no yuuki ga
hi wo tomoshite
mou nigenai yo

BURAKKU ROKKU SHUUTAA hitori janai yo
koe wo agete naitatte kamawanai
BURAKKU ROKKU SHUUTAA mite ite kureru
ima kara hajimaru no watashi no monogatari

wasuresou ni nattara kono uta wo
utau no

English Translation

Black Rock Shooter, where did you go?
Can you hear me?

How much longer should I scream?
How many more tears should I shed?
Enough already, I can't run anymore
The world I once dreamed of is lost

On this dark, crumbling path that never sees the light
I think I saw that hope from back then that never should
have existed

But why?

Black Rock Shooter - Wistful memories
Of those simpler, delightful times
But Black Rock Shooter, I can't move
My hopes can only take once more to the stars racing
through the darkness

I whisper in a frightened, trembling voice, "Call my
name."
I won't reach any farther into the distance,
to the boundaries of the dawn-kissed sky

The tears I've held back are about to overflow
Don't look down now
I come to a halt



I wanted to live in the future, but I get it now, I
remember
I believe with all my heart

That's right

Black Rock Shooter - This gentle fragrance
It's painful, it breaks my heart, to take in your words
Black Rock Shooter, move your feet!
Overtake the world

I've known from the start that you were here
All the courage within me
Will light a flame
I won't run anymore

Black Rock Shooter, you aren't alone
I don't mind if you cry aloud
Black Rock Shooter, just you watch
This is where my story begins

Should you ever start to forget
I'll sing this song
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